
Cannabis Daily 
Maintenance Checklist

CHECK PH LEVELS
Check the levels against the pH Level Scale:
3.5 & Below: Root Damage   |   4.0-4.5: Poor Nutrient Uptake   |   5.0-5.4: Good pH Level   |   5.4-5.8: Optimal pH Level
6.0-7.0: Acceptable pH Balance   |   7.5-8.0: Poor Nutrient Uptake  |   8.5+: Root Damage

CHECK PPM LEVELS
This gives you an idea of how many elements are physically available in your feeding solution. 
Seedlings: 100-250 - nutrients aren’t really needed here
First Half of Vegging Cycle: 300-400
Second Half of Vegging: 450-700 - you’ll start giving your plants more nutrients at this stage
First Half of Flowering: 750-950 - your plants will be absorbing more as they grow, so they will be taking in more nutrients
Second Half of Flowering: 1000-1600 - this is the stage your plants are eating the most
End of Flowering/Entering Harvest: as close to 0 as possible

A nutrient deficiency is shown by the leaves curling, turning yellow or brown, becoming brittle etc. 

CHECK FOR PESTS
Check the tops and bottoms of leaves, floors, walls, buckets and medium to make sure there aren’t any pests, mold, or 
fungus. 

CHECK TEMPERATURE & HUMIDITY
Clones & Seedlings: 72-82°F | 70-75% Humidity Vegging Stage: 68-78°F | 50-70% Humidity
Flowering Stage: 68-77°F | 40-50% Humidity Harvest Stage: 65-75°F, 45-55% Humidity 

CHECK THE FILTERS
You want to check to make sure the filters aren’t clogged with dust or particles. If it becomes too caked with debris it wont 
filter the air properly, just like your home furnace. 

CHECK SURFACES FOR EXCESS MOISTURE
Excess moisture can be a sign of humidity and temperature issues, along with airflow and CO2 issues. Excess moisture can 
cause mold and foster harmful bacteria that will destroy your plants. 
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We do not claim this to be an exhaustive list. Your set up and grow medium may require other maintenance tasks. 


